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The Northland Beckons: An Illustrated Haiku Journey

Journey to the beautiful Boundary Waters of
Minnesota and Canada. This sweet collection of

haiku poetry allows readers to explore nature and
meet the animals who call this treasured

wilderness home. 

In our busy, tech-filled lives, author and
illustrator, mother-daughter team Sandra and

Sofia Hisakuni, invite you to slow down and
explore the wonders of nature through the ancient

art of haiku. They draw upon their extensive
experience of living in Japan and camping through

the canoe country of Northern Minnesota and
Canada. Through creative haiku, vibrant

illustrations and author commentary, readers learn
of this treasured land. For those who are familiar

with the Northlands canoe country, it is a reminder
to come home to our shared wilderness.

“Sandra and Sofia love the
wilderness, and that love shines

through the writing and illustrations.
I cannot recommend this book highly
enough; if I could give the book a six-

star rating, I would.” 

-Philip Van Heusen
for Readers’ Favorite

Five Stars

“The rhythm runs like silk over your
ears. The tranquility in the lines will
ease children...adults will enjoy the
depictions of wildlife. Lovely words

and images await you in The
Northland Beckons.”

-Courtnee Turner Hoyle   
for Readers’ Favorite

Five Stars
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